We investigate the ability of a quantum measurement device to discriminate two states or, generically, two hypothesis. In full generality, the measurement can be performed a number n of times, and arbitrary pre-processing of the states and post-processing of the obtained data is allowed. Even if the two hypothesis correspond to orthogonal states, perfect discrimination is not always possible. There is thus an intrinsic error associated to the measurement device, which we aim to quantify, that limits its discrimination power. We minimize various error probabilities (averaged or constrained) over all pairs of n-partite input states. These probabilities, or their exponential rates of decrease in the case of large n, give measures of the discrimination power of the device. For the asymptotic rate of the averaged error probability, we obtain a Chernoff-type bound, dual to the standard Chernoff bound for which the state pair is fixed and the optimization is over all measurements. The key point in the derivation is that i.i.d. states become optimal in asymptotic settings. Minimum asymptotic rates are also obtained for constrained error probabilities, dual to Stein's Lemma and Hoeffding's bound. We further show that adaptive protocols where the state preparer gets feedback from the measurer do not improve the asymptotic rates. These rates thus quantify the ultimate discrimination power of a measurement device.
Quantum-enabled technologies exploit the laws that govern the microscopic world to outperform their classical counterparts. Detectors, or measurement devices, are a key ingredient in quantum protocols. They are the interface that connects the microscopic world of quantum phenomena and the world of classical, macroscopically distinct, events that we observe. It is only through measurements that we can access the information residing in quantum systems and ultimately make use of any quantum advantage.
We often encounter experimental situations where measurement devices (e.g., Stern Gerlach apparatus, heterodyne detectors, photon counters, fluorescence spectrometers) are a given. A natural question is then to ask about the ability or power of those devices to perform certain quantum informationprocessing tasks. The informational power of a measurement has been addressed in several ways [1] , e.g., via the "intrinsic data" it provides [2] or the capacity of the quantum-classical channel it defines [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] , or via some associated entropic quantities [7] [8] [9] .
In this letter we focus on what is arguably the most fundamental primitive in quantum information processing: state discrimination, or generically, quantum hypothesis testing. Our aim is to explore how well a quantum measurement device can discriminate two hypotheses. This problem is dual to that of exploring how well two given quantum states can be discriminated [10] . This is of practical interest since preparing states is often easier than tailoring optimal measurements for a given state pair.
In a generic discrimination protocol the measurement is performed not just once but a number n of times. The measurement device is the only means of extracting classical data from the quantum system used in the protocol, but to improve its performance, one is free to apply any trace preserving quantum operation to the system prior to measuring. Likewise, we view data processing also as a free operation. It is then meaningful to ask what is the minimum error probability of discrimination over all possible pre-and post-procesings.
We can go a step further and minimize the error probability over all state pairs. This characterizes an intrinsic limitation on the discrimination performance of the measurement device since, in general, a device cannot perfectly discriminate two hypothesis, not even when they are given by orthogonal states. This characterization is of practical relevance since it sets the ultimate limit on the successful identification of two arbitrary states, for instance two critical phases of a quantum many-body system, when one is bound to a given type of measurements apparatus.
Special attention will be paid to asymptotically large n. We will prove that in this regime pairs of entangled states provide no advantage over those of i.i.d. states, of the form ρ ⊗n . This is in sheer con-trast with the dual problem where the measurement is optimized for fixed i.i.d. states; there is strong numerical evidence that collective non-separable measurements are required to attain the corresponding optimal exponential rate of the error probability, given by the quantum Chernoff bound [11, 12] .
In the proof, we approach state discrimination as a communication problem and allow for adaptive protocols. In this extended hypothesis testing scenario, we show that adaptive protocols perform better than any fixed protocol, including those that use entangled inputs. A few examples for small n will be briefly discussed.
Before addressing the problem in detail, it will be helpful to recall a few definitions and results concerning hypothesis testing. Here, the so called null, H 0 , and alternative, H 1 , hypotheses refer respectively to two possible states, ρ, σ, of a quantum system S. In quantum hypothesis testing one is confronted with the task of deciding which hypothesis holds by performing a measurement on S. With full generality, the measurement is defined by a two-outcome Positive Operator Valued Measure (POVM),
Two error probabilities are defined: α = tr(F 1 ρ), false-positive or type-I error; and β = tr(F 0 σ), falsenegative or type-II error. Generically, a decrease in type I error results in an increase in type-II error and vice versa. Depending on the problem at hand, one may need to know, e.g., β for a maximum allowed value of α; or one may instead be interested in the average error probability p err = (α + β)/2, where for simplicity we assume equal priors for H 0 and H 1 . This second possibility is known as symmetric hypothesis testing and leads to minimum error state discrimination [10] , where p err is minimized over all POVMs F.
When H 0 , H 1 refer to ρ ⊗n , σ ⊗n , i.e., to n i.i.d. copies of ρ, σ, the error probabilities generically fall off exponentially as n increases. Then, one is usually interested in the corresponding exponential rates. For symmetric hypothesis testing, the optimal rate is given by the quantum Chernoff bound [11, 13] . Similarly, the exponential rate of β is given by Stein's Lemma [14, 15] if an upperbound is set on α, or by Hoeffding's bound [16] [17] [18] if instead a lowerbound is set on the exponential rate of α [19] . These asymptotic bounds have found many useful applications in quantum information theory, such as providing an alternative proof of the classical capacity of a quantum channel [20, 21] , giving operational meaning to abstract quantities [22] , quantum reading [23] , or in quantum illumination [24, 25] .
Coming back to our original problem, we wish to assess the discrimination power of a device given by a specific POVM, E = {E 1 , . . . , E m }. Let us assume that the positive operators E i (generically non-orthogonal) act on a finite d-dimensional Hilbert space, H d [26] , of the quantum system S. First, using free operations, we need to produce a valid POVM, F = {F 0 , F 1 }, out of E, to discriminate two states ρ and σ. This can be achieved [1] by grouping (post-processing) the measurement outcomes, {1, 2, . . . , m}, in two disjoint sets a,ā, and defining
, for a suitable trace preserving quantum operation M (pre-processing). The error probabilities thus read α = tr(Eā M ρ) and β = tr(E a M σ). In this single-shot scenario, we can now quantify the discrimination power of E by the minimum average error probability. It can be written as
where the minimization is over all partitions {a,ā} of the outcome set (over all post-processing operations) and over all state pairs (ρ, σ), so M can be dropped in the minimization. One can readily check [1] that the minimum single-shot error probability is given by the spread of E a :
This value is attained when ρ (σ) is the eigenstate of E a corresponding to its maximum (minimum) eigenvalue.
The single-shot scenario above is too restrictive since one can easily envision discrimination settings where the measurement E is performed a number n of times. In the most general setting, a system consisting of n copies of S is prepared (by, say, Alice) in one of the states of the pair (ρ n , σ n ), corresponding respectively to hypotheses H 0 and H 1 . Here,
, where S(H) stands for the set of density matrices on a Hilbert space H, can be fully general, not just of the form ρ ⊗n , σ ⊗n . The measurer's (say, Bob's) goal is to tell which hypothesis is true by performing n measurements, all of them given by the POVM E. Free operations include again pre-processing of (ρ n , σ n ) and post-processing of the classical data gather after each measurement. As in Eq. (1), when minimizing over state pairs, it is enough to choose the discriminating POVM as
where E a has now the form
Here k r := {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k r } denotes a sequence of outcomes of length r (k 0 := ∅), so k n is obtained after completing all measurements. The two disjoint sets a andā now contain all the sequences assigned to the hypotheses H 0 and H 1 respectively. Type-I and type-II error probabilities are α n = tr(Eāρ n ) and β n = tr(E a σ n ), and the error probability for symmetric hypothesis testing can be written as p err = min a (α n + β n )/2 [27] .
It is not hard to see that the errors fall off exponentially with n. It is then natural to quantify the discrimination power of E by the optimal asymptotic exponential rate of p err , defined as
Although p err can still be written as the spread of the optimal grouping, the number of groupings grows super-exponentially with n. Moreover, very little is known about the spectrum of operator sums such as those in Eq. (2) and their eigenvectors (i.e., ρ n and σ n ). A few examples that show the difficulties of dealing with finite n are given below. We will thus evaluate Eq. (3) following an alternative route: We will prove that the exponential rate in Eq. (3) can be attained using i.i.d. states. The main ingredient is to show that our problem is a particular case of classical channel discrimination. We will then use Ref. [28] to complete the proof.
To this end, let us momentarily broaden the scope of our original problem. First, we view hypothesis testing as a communication protocol where Alice (the state preparer) sends one of two possible messages, H 0 , H 1 , to Bob (the measurer) using suitable states in S(H ⊗n d ). Bob is allowed to perform n measurements with his detector to identify with minimum error which of the messages Alice sent. Second, in this communication context it is natural to allow classical feedback from Bob to Alice after each measurement. This enables an adaptive protocol (see Fig. 1 ) in which Alice sends one state at a time to Bob's detector and waits for him to provide feedback on the obtained outcome. Alice uses this information to prepare the succeeding state in a way that minimizes the identification error. Such protocols are widely used in quantum information 
Figure 2. Generation of input states for the adaptive strategies that simulate entangled inputs. Going from step to step (indicated by the dotted lines) the input states are generated according to Equation 10 depending on the previous outcomes determined by the previously triggered measurement.
in terms of the achieved error rate. This gives a concrete example that adaptive strategies outperform non-adaptive ones and that many copies of identical states are not even the optimal non-adaptive strategy. Nevertheless we will proof later that asymptotically the choicê
is optimal. An intuition can be taken from Figure 1 , where the lower bound on the probability of error seems to approach a concave function. That this is indeed the case we proof in [1] .
Optimal error exponents for the dual state discrimination problems The most general approach to finding the optimal input states is to allow for arbitrary, possibly entangled, states on the full Hilbert space. In the following we will argue that the same error rate as achieved with an entangled input state can always also be achieved by choosing the input states as product states, where each individual state is chosen adaptively, meaning based on previous outcomes. Since the measurements are in tensor-product form every strategy using an entangled input state can be cast into an adaptive strategy using product states. Assume that the optimal input states are ⇢ and on the system H n , these states can be possibly entangled over all of the n systems. Now, only looking at the first application of the measurement we could have also used the, here unnormalized, input state
For the second application we can further use ⇢ 0 i1 := tr [n]\2 ((E i1 ⌦ )⇢) as input state. Note that this state in general depends on the output of the previous measurement and their application therefore constitutes an adaptive strategy. In general the input state to the j-th application of the measurement can be chosen as 4), which she has prepared using Bob's feedback (dashed arrows).
theory [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , particularly in quantum channel discrimination [34, 35] . It follows from the structure of E k n in Eq. (2), that for any ρ n ∈ S(H ⊗n d ) (analogously for σ n ) there is an adaptive protocol that gives the same outcome probability distribution. Adaptive protocols are thus more general than those in which ρ n is entangled, so the optimal protocol can be chosen to be adaptive with no loss of generality.
To prove the statement above, we define ρ ∅ := tr [n]\1 (ρ n ), where we denote by [n] \ s the set {1, 2, . . . , s − 1, s + 1, . . . n}, s = 1, 2, . . . n. Then, ρ n and ρ ∅ give the same probability distribution to the outcomes of Bob's first measurement:
. With Bob's feedback (the value of k 1 ), Alice can next prepare the second (unnormalized) state as
n and ρ k1 give the same outcome probabilities up to Bob's second measurements:
Note that the probabilities of previous outcomes are implicit in the normalization of ρ k1 . We readily see that if Alice's preparation at an arbitrary step s is
where we used the convention
. . , n (obviously, the analogous relation holds for σ n , σ k s−1 ). This completes the proof.
We next show that the adaptive communication protocols introduced above, the optimal one in particular, can be cast as discrimination of two classical channels. To show this, we choose the classical input alphabet X to be any parametrization of S(H d ) × S(H d ) (e.g., the set of all two Bloch vectors of ρ and σ). The output alphabet K is naturally given by the outcome labels of our fixed measurement (i.e., the POVM E): 
, where (ρ, σ) = x ∈ X and k ∈ K. The optimal error rate is obtained by minimizing over x ∈ X . So our single-shot problem can be seen as discrimination of the two classical channels W and W with one channel use.
This analogy holds also for our general, multipleshot problem. The adaptive protocol defined by the states ρ k s−1 , σ k s−1 ∈ S (H d ), s = 1, 2, . . . , n, translates into an adaptive channel discrimination strategy where n uses of W or W are allowed. We can now invoke the main result in [28] . It states that for the problem of classical channel discrimination no adaptive strategy can outperform the best non-adaptive or fix strategy. More precisely, it states that the optimal error rate can be attained by the simple sequence where all the letters are equal, x 1 = x 2 = · · · = x n . We hence conclude that the optimal rates for our original problem can be achieved by i.i.d. state pairs, (ρ ⊗n , σ ⊗n ).This holds for the Chernoff bound, Hoeffding's bound and for Stein's Lemma.
Computing the exponent rate ζ in Eq. (3) is now identical to computing the analogous rate for the classical hypothesis testing problem of discriminating between the probability distribution P k = tr(E k ρ) and P k = tr(E k σ) after n samplings. It is given by the classical Chernoff Bound (CB) [19] :
where φ(s|P P ) := log k P s k P k 1−s . Eq. (5) [along with Eq. (6) below] is the main result of this letter. A simple, very explicit, alternative proof of this result for two-dimensional two-element POVMs can also be found in [36] . Also in [36] , the reader will find upper and lower bounds to ζ CB (and to ζ SL and ζ HB , defined below) that hold under mixing of POVMs.
It is plausible that Eq. (5) is minimized by an orthogonal pair, as such pairs arguably give rise to the most distinguishable P and P distributions. This would entail a simplification in the evaluation of ζ CB . We have so far failed to prove the optimality of orthogonal pairs in full generality, though it is supported by extensive numerical analysis and it holds for the examples in the next paragraph [37] .
To illustrate our results, in [36] we compute the discrimination power of the qubit covariant POVM, E = {1 1 + n · σ} n∈S 2 , where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and S 2 is the unit 2-sphere. The result is ζ CB = − log(π/4) which can be compared to ζ CB = −(1/2) log(1 − r 2 ), corresponding to a noisy Stern-Gerlach of purity r. We see that E has the same discrimination power that a Stern-Gerlach with purity r ≈ 0.62.
So far, special emphasis has been placed on the asymptotics of the problem at hand. It is illustrative to examine with a few examples the difficulties arising for finite n, where some of the asymptotic results do not hold. Let us focus on two-element POVMs, E = {E 1 , E 2 = 1 1 − E 1 }. In this case, E 1 and E 2 commute and can be diagonalized simultaneously. In the multiple-shot scenario, the groupings {E a , Eā} will also be diagonal in the very same local basis that diagonalize E 1 and E 2 and thus each state of the optimal pair, (ρ n , σ n ), in necessarily a product state of elements of that basis. In this case, however, one can show that i.i.d. states are not necessarily optimal. In [36] we give a concrete example for n = 3 where the optimal states are ρ 3 = |001 001| and σ 3 = |110 110|, rather than |000 000| and |111 111|. Furthermore, we also show that there exists an adaptive protocol with yet a smaller error rate, thus outperforming the optimal non-adaptive protocol for n = 3.
Though in this letter we have focused on the problem dual to symmetric hypothesis testing, which led us to Eq. (5), the very same arguments concerning the optimality of i.i.d. state pairs apply to the dual Stein's lemma and Hoeffding's bound, whose asymptotic rates are defined as ζ SL/HB = − min (ρ n ,σ n ) lim n→∞ (1/n) log β n , where the minimization is subject to α n ≤ and α n ≤ e −nr respectively. It follows from our analysis that they can be computed simply as
where D(P P ) = k P k log(P k /P k ) is the relative entropy. In summary, we have introduced a class of problems dual to quantum hypothesis testing where the measurement device is a given. We have derived simple expressions for the asymptotic (exponential) error rates, which quantify the discrimination power of the measurement device when it can be used multiple times. We have briefly discussed two paradigmatic examples for qubits, covariant POVMs and noisy Stern-Gerlach, and addressed the nonasymptotic regime with some examples. As final re-marks, we point out that these dual problems complement our understanding of quantum hypothesis testing and state discrimination and we believe they will find many applications in quantum information theory. Open problems include a deeper understanding of the structure of the optimal pairs and extending the analysis to infinite dimensional systems such as light-fields, where constraints on the mean energy are necessary.
Appendix: Additional Remarks Some properties of the error exponents
In this section we derive some properties of the optimal error exponents. To this end, we investigate the function
for a given m-element POVM,
. We will denote the corresponding error exponents in the three settings discussed in the letter by ζ Lemma 1 Let E be a POVM with m elements E i and G be a POVM with n elements G i . Define a mixed POVM with m + n elements,
, through
Then, we can upper bound ζ
and lower bound it by
Furthermore we can state the following relations for Stein's bound and Hoeffding's bound
Proof. Define E, G and E as above. Let us first give a lower bound for C E .
We continue by giving an upper bound to C E . Let s * , ρ * and σ * be respectively the value of s and the states ρ and σ that attain the minimum value on the right hand side of Eq. (1) for the POVM E. Then,
where the inequality follows from the definition of E and Hölder's inequality. An analogous bound follows by choosing s * , ρ * and σ * to be the value of s and the states ρ and σ that attain the minimum value on the right hand side of Eq. (1) for the POVM G. Hence, C E ≤ min {p C E + (1 − p), p + (1 − p)C G }, and Eq. (4) follows. The inequalities for Steins and Hoeffdings bounds are proven similarly, using additionally that the relative entropy is lower bounded by zero and that the logarithm is concave.
The above shows that by mixing a pair of POVMs one can never increase the discrimination power of the best POVM of the pair. Furthermore, it is easy to see that applying additional CPTP maps before performing the measurement does not increase the discrimination power either. This follows directly from the fact that the image of a CPTP map is always at most the input state space itself.
Example for finite number of measurements
Let us consider the simple example where the POVM is
and n = 3 (the measurement defined by E is performed 3 times). It follows from the diagonal form of E 1 and E 2 that the optimal input states are tensor products of pure states, also diagonal in the given basis. From the symmetry of the problem it should be clear that there are only two possible ways to achieve the optimal error rate: (i) use the pair (ρ
, where
We next compute the error probability in both cases. For (i) it can be checked that the optimization over groupings gives
so
0 is the sum of the remaining seven tensor products. One can easily check that the error probability is
For (ii), the optimization over groupings gives now
and
0 , being the sum of the remaining four products. This gives
We see that (ii) is optimal. The optimal state pair in this example for finite n is not of the form (ρ ⊗n , σ ⊗n ), in contrast with what we found in the asymptotic limit of large n.
Furthermore, we next show that the error rate given in Eq. (16) can be lowered by an adaptive protocol as follows. We choose the first two input pair to be, as in the previous examples, (ρ we swap preparations otherwise [i.e., the third pair is (ρ 1 , ρ 0 ), as in (ii)]. One can check that the optimal grouping is
This results in an error probability of
Equation (16) Figure 2 illustrates that this is indeed so by showing plots of the error probability arbitrary state pairs. Since permutations among subsystems do not affect the error probability, the state pairs can be taken to be without loss of generality of the following form:
As n increases, we see that the minimum error probability becomes a convex function of x. This is formally proven below (in section ), where we explicitly compute the optimal rates for 2-outcome qubit POVMS.
Covariant measurements
In this section we prove that orthogonal states are optimal for the qubit covariant POVM,
and we compute its discrimination power according to the dual of the Chernoff bound. For the covariant measurement E, we have
where
Here m 1 and m 2 are the Bloch vectors of σ and ρ respectively. Chosing with no loss of generality
whereẑ andx are the unit vectors pointing in the z and x direction ( m 1 and m 2 on the xz-plane), we have
where θ and φ are the polar and azimutal angles of the unit vector n. Using the relation
in the second factor and making the usual change of variables, θ → u := cos θ, one has
The φ-integration can be carried out using the residue theorem, with the result
Minimization over m 1 and m 2 is equivalent to minimization over 0 ≤ α ≤ π. So, let us take the derivative with respect to α. One has
which shows that α = 0, π, are extreme points of C. To prove that these are the only extremes, we next show that f (α, x) > 0 if 0 < α < π. We first notice that the integrant in the first line of Eq. (29) is
Thus, integrating by parts one has
We further note that if 0 < α < π,
Hence
Therefore, dC/dα ≤ 0, and it only vanishes at α = 0, π. It follows that C has a maximum at α = 0 and a minimum at α = π. Substituting α = 0 in Eq. (28) (or alternatively, in the definition of C), we can write
where we again have used Eq. (26) 
We finally have that the Chernoff bound is C E = π/4, as C s has its minimum at s = 1/2. It follows that the error exponent corresponding to the dual of the Chernoff bound is ζ CB = − log(π/4).
Noisy Stern-Gerlach
The noisy Stern-Gerlach measurement of purity r is defined by 
One can easily check that C attain its minima over the pair (θ 1 , θ 2 ) at (0, π) and (π, 0), thus
The minimum over s is at s = 1/2, so we obtain
Note that C E (ζ CB ) vanish (goes to ∞) for noiseless Stern-Gerlach apparatus, i.e., for r = 1, as E 1 and E 2 , become orthogonal projectors and thus can be used for perfect discrimination.
Discrimination with commuting qubit POVMs
Here, we consider a qubit two-elements POVM E = {E 1 , E 2 }, such as that used in the numerical examples above, Eq. (11). A simplification arises from the fact that E 1 and E 2 necessarily commute and can be diagonalized simultaneously, so with no loss of generality we can write
as in Eq. (11). We will prove that the intuition gathered from Fig. 2 is correct and i.i.d. states are optimal in the asymptotic limit by showing that the error exponent becomes a concave function of x [the fraction of ρ 0 tensor powers in ρ n , Eq. (19)] with minima at x = 0 and x = 1. This is a particular case of our key result in the main text. Here, we provide a direct and intuitive proof in the special case under consideration. The expression for the asymptotic rate that we will derive below does not involve any optimization. The case at hand thus provides another example where the calculation of the dual Chernoff bound is straightforward.
Our starting point is the analogous of Eq. (1) in the main text for the multiple-shot scenario,
where E a are given in Eq. (2) . As explained in the main text, p * err is given by the spread of E a :
